So Now, The Payseur Myth

By Anna Von Reitz
We have yet another European Bunko Operation to deal with: the Payseur Myth, which claims that a
bastard son of the French King owns all the resources and corporations of America.
Let's begin with the fact that "Payseur" is the name of an Office--- that of "Purser" or "Paymaster" of
the Army, not a surname at all, and that putting a bastard son of a king into such an office was (and
is) common practice of the European Monarchies who practiced "Bastardy".
Illegitimate children were considered proof of the king's sinful nature, which they inherited in full, so
that their illustrious fathers could remain unblemished.
In essence, Royal Bastards got drafted to do all the dirty work for Dear Old Dad. They were the
assassins and Daredevils and political instruments of Empire, the bankers and paymasters of
government, the Svengalis behind the throne quietly connecting the web of monarchic interests
worldwide.
Hence the saying that "the world was founded by a bastard son".
Payseur and his Purser position was no different, and once you realize the position of the French
Government being used by French and Benelux and English Commercial interests, the whole
entanglement of France in American affairs becomes clear.
Remember when the Templar Empire "disappeared" in the very early 1300's? The same thing
happened four hundred years later when the Dutch East India Company disappeared, too, taking all
its ships and tonnage of cargo and insurance providers with it.
We know also that the British Throne has been conquered by French interests since the Norman
Conquest and that the monarchies of both nations have colluded continuously ever since.
In essence, the same Paymasters have worked for both France and England like two pockets in the
same set of pants. This was made permanent and inviolable and has held steady since 1702 when
the Dutch East India Trading Company was given "safe harbor" in America by the British Monarch.
We have had the interests of the Dutch East India contingent (France and Benelux) preying upon us
on one side (The United States Company) and the British East India Company (The United States of
America Company) preying on us from the other side, ever since.
And, once again, we have the Pillar (United States, Inc.) and the Post (United States of America, Inc.)
with the American States and People being kept confused and driven from one side to the other by
these "service providers".
One had best remember that when the Union Army took over responsibility for our money in 1863,
their Purser or Paymaster in effect confiscated all the assets of the Northern Federal States of States
in receivership.
Thus, the Paymaster-- the Payseur of the Grand Army of the Republic-- operating as an employee of
"the United States" Company owned and operated by French-Benelux and complicit Americans --took
over everything in sight and in the "legal sense" owned it.

The legal definition of "ownership" is as you will find very different from the common meaning of the
word. Mr. Payseur became the Caretaker and Trustee of all this American property --essentially
holding it in impound and using the US Army to enforce this "Guaranty Arrangement" until such time
as the Americans paid back the "war debt" incurred by the Northern Federal States of States.
What is particularly irritating about this is that these two European Commercial Companies, both
deceitfully infringing on names we associated with our government, caused the entire bogus "Civil
War" and staged it on our soil as a commercial mercenary conflict to enrich themselves and enslave
us to pay debts that were never rightfully ours.
You can see this pattern again in what happened in the so-called French and Indian War (actually an
extension of the Thirty Years War in Europe) just prior to the Revolution and in the much more recent
"Vietnam Conflict" which was also an illegal mercenary action involving us in French wrong-doing
and forcing us to pay for their debts.
So much for Payseur "owning" everything, and also an end to any confusion about who or what has
been infringing upon us using deceitful names and False commercial claims to set up their Pillar to
Post game in America.
It's France-Benelux using the United States Company (now Corporation) and a puppet Municipal
"Congress" and the British Crown using the United States of America, Incorporated, to cause all this
confusion and trouble for us and the rest of the world.
And neither of these commercial entities have a thing to do with our actual government or country
except that they are vendors of "governmental services"--- subcontractors in the business of
providing us with services we could (and should) be providing for ourselves.
The actual Puppet masters of this entire farce are the members of the Roman Curia and the Holy See
(another Pillar and another Post) running FRANCE and France, which runs the UK and Westminster.
It's all a show, a play, replete with actors pretending to be something or someone else--- and until we
all wake up and see through this unholy lot of claptrap and take back control of our own affairs, we
shall continue to suffer the consequences of Gross Breach of Trust, inland piracy, illegal conscription,
illegal confiscation, identity theft and the other evils with which we are all familiar.
The answer does not lie in participating in their corporations and trying to take over political parties.
The answer lies in drawing a clear line between who and what they are and who and what we are, so
that they can no longer pretend to be the "United States" nor the "United States of America" nor any
Trustee or Agent of ours.
They must be unmasked and recognized for who (France-Benelux and Great Britain) and what
(foreign commercial service providers) they are.
They are not American and they do not represent America. They are just filthy dirty European
commercial corporations infringing on our Good Names -- corporations that need to be liquidated and
forced to pay their own debts for a change.
And until we do this, they will continue to try to control us and to steal our resources and hold our
purse-strings "for" us. They will continue to use our sons and daughters as cheap mercenaries. And
they will continue to use us and our country like a giant puppet to terrorize the rest of the world,
while taxing us to death at home.
Time to make them pay-- literally-- for their sins. And expose them for the cheap, immoral cads and
criminals that they are.
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